
STYLISH TRENDS 
From modern classics to the 
creative used look.

WIDE CHOICE
Discover our flooring types, 
decors, formats and much more.

PRACTICAL TIPS
From the right selection to the 
right accessories.

Egger Flooring

Inspiring variety  
for your home



Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný

Dekor: Borovica Zappulla

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Style worlds

Sustainability

The new variety

Design Flooring

Comfort Flooring

Laminate Flooring

 Board formats

 Straightforward installation

 System accessories

Content

More from wood.
And out of passion!
It’s a good decision to make flooring out of natural materials. This is 
not just something we say, because we have been enthusiastic about 
wood for generations. This choice opens up almost limitless design 
possibilities for you. Harmonious colours, creative decors and innovative 
surfaces give your home comfort. Discover the different style worlds and 
trends in this brochure. Learn more about the special characteristics of 
our different flooring types and be inspired when designing your rooms. 
And if you want to do it yourself: enjoy the straightforward installation.

Dekor: Used Wood

Dekor: 

Dub Fortland biely



MODERN Classics
Opposites not only attract, they even make interior design really exciting. Classics are 
reinterpreted, colour concepts freshly combined. The result? A lively home, elegant and 
homely at the same time.
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  :rokeD

Dub Elva hnedý

Dekor: Dub Loja sivý

Dekor: Dub Bermuda dymový

Dekor: Dub Timbara hnedý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



LIGHT LIVING
Open and friendly, with pastel colours and light wood – this trend invites you to feel good 
at home with its Scandinavian lightness. The overall design is discreet and exudes harmony 
and cosiness.

Dekor: Dub Fortland biely



Dekor: Dub Loja prírodný

Dekor: Dub Bermuda biely

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



PURE NATURE
A piece of the outside indoors: Warm and authentic, rustic and timeless. Natural 
materials and surfaces create an atmosphere at home where you feel good and relax.
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Dub Murana svetlý

Dekor: Dub Barino prírodný

Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný

Dekor: Dub Murana svetlý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



USED  NOVELTY
This is how creative, lively, and playful interior design can be. 
The used look meets ornamentation, faded tones meet powerful colours.  
But the most important thing: It doesn’t have to be perfect.

 
Decor: Lorem Ipsum | EHLXXX

Dekor: Dub Emporia sivý



Dekor: Dub masív dymový

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



The passion for wood is in our nature.
Those who deal with wood every day develop a 
special relationship with nature. The respectful 
handling of this fascinating raw material has 
always been the basis of our work. It’s evident 
in the resource-efficient processing as well as in 
the finished product. For example, we only use 
timber from regional, sustainable forestry – our 
cork is also certified. We deliberately do not use 
plasticisers or PVC. All flooring is free of harmful 

substances, even the decorative print of our 
flooring is based on water-soluble dyes. For this 
reason, we have been awarded numerous national 
and international environmental certificates. And 
healthy living also speaks for our flooring: Anyone 
who has ever experienced the atmosphere of a 
room with EGGER Flooring will understand our 
passion for wood.
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All the by-products of production, such as chips and offcuts, are recycled through our sustainable 
environmental cycle.
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We have only one 
type of flooring on 
offer for you: the 
right one.
A beautiful floor turns a space into a home. It’s the 
basis of every design and it reflects your personality. 
But which flooring is the right one? Discover with 
EGGER diverse ideas from different style worlds. 
Be inspired by floor types, decors and formats and 
combine them to suit every room and your wishes. 
Whatever you’re planning, EGGER has one type of 
flooring: your favourite flooring.

Dekor: Dub Loja sivý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Which type of flooring is right for you?
Whether you will enjoy your flooring for a long 
time depends not only on its appearance. First, 
consider in which room the flooring is used and 
how. Our robust Design Flooring is the best choice 
for heavily used areas such as the kitchen and 
hallway. In the bedroom, the Comfort Flooring with 
sound and thermal insulation creates cosiness. 
Our Laminate Flooring gains points with its wide 
range of decor options for your individual living 

style. Its five different board formats provide the 
perfect backdrop for a wide variety of room sizes. 
For bathroom and toilet, however, we recommend 
a moisture-resistant solution: our Aqua+ Laminate 
or the Design Flooring. And, last but not least, the 
budget determines whether you opt for beautiful, 
everyday flooring or for special properties. But so 
much is clear: with an EGGER Flooring you make 
the right choice.

Faster to the right flooring:  
egger.com/floorfinder

Comfort Flooring 
Warm, soft, quiet. 

Design Flooring 
Robust, water-resistant, natural.

Laminate Flooring 
Practical, durable value, easy-care.

Dekor: Dub Loja sivý

Dekor: Used Wood

Dekor: Viego

Dekor: Dub Bermuda biely

Dekor: Dub Elva hnedý

Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný



Style and elegance for all occasions.
DESIGN FLOORING 

Dekor: Dub Elva hnedý



Dekor: Dub Elva hnedý

EGGER HOME 
Design Flooring | GreenTec 

Even if you do not know today what your flooring will have 
to withstand tomorrow, you can sit back and relax. After all, 
the EGGER Design Flooring is made for living and not just 
an ornament. Its authentic wooden appearance becomes a 
stylish eye-catcher in the room, while its durable, lightfast 
surface ensures that you can enjoy a flawless sight for a long 
time. Whether in a heavily used hallway, the kitchen or any 
other room: our Design Flooring is always a safe choice.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Can take anything
Whether it’s a chair leg or rainy weather,  
Design Flooring simply lasts longer. The pressure-
resistant flooring with shape stability and a micro 
scratch-resistant surface simply stays beautiful.

Resists moisture
If water gets to the Design Flooring, no need to worry. 
It’s water-resistant, anti-slip and therefore the ideal 
flooring for bathroom, kitchen or the conservatory.

Creates a healthy climate
Our flooring with a natural feel-good factor is made up 

sustainable forestry and the underlay from recycled 
cork.

Robust,  
water-resistant, 
natural.

Discover inspiring ideas for your style: 
egger.com/design-flooring 

Dekor: Borovica Carpio

Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný

Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný

Dekor: Dub Elva hnedý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný



 

Hard wearing and water-resistant 
wear layer.

Authentic decor layer. GreenTec Board, also suitable for 
bathroom and object space.

EGGER Design Flooring – 
perfection lies in the detail.

You don’t have to spare our most robust flooring. 
Its extremely stable core and tough surface protect 
the flooring, while the integrated cork underlay 
reliably absorbs impact sound.

Dekor: Dub Monfort prírodný

Integrated, sound absorbing cork 
underlay. 

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Do you like your home classic, very natural or rather modern? 
EGGER HOME Design Flooring works well anywhere. For each 
room, simply choose the decor that best emphasises your 
style. 

Realise your style.

  
Dub Monfort biely  

  
Borovica C  oipra

lassic

  
Dub velvet 

  
Dub Monfort prírodný 

  
Dub Elva hnedý

  
Dub hrubo rezaný sivý 

  
 ándorírp onnO acivoroB

  
Borovica Zapp allu

  
Dub Calora sivý 

  
 ávamt oipraC acivoroB

  
Dub Timbara 

  
Kameň sivý 
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Dub Timbara hnedý 

  
Kameň č  ynrei

 /  
Large

  
 áltevs alluppaZ acivoroB

  
Dub Elva biely  

  
Dub hrubo rezaný hnedý 

  
Dub jemný biely  

 /  
Classic
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Dekor: Viego

COMFORT FLOORING 
Feel naturally comfortable with cork.



Comfortable living begins 
with the right flooring.

Imagine coming home and immediately feeling this 
pleasant feeling of cosiness and security. With the 
EGGER HOME Comfort Flooring you can experience this 
special moment each and every day. Finished with 
two comfortable cork layers, our feel-good flooring 
radiates warmth and comfort. And thanks to its sound-
absorbing properties, it’s wonderfully suitable for 
children’s rooms, bedrooms and all rooms where you 
want to enjoy a little quiet moment away from everyday 
life. Living can be so comfortable.

Dekor: Dub Fortland biely

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Heat storage
As soon as you enter the room, you feel the 
cosy atmosphere. The flooring feels warm 
and comfortable as the cork stores heat in 
millions of small air cells.

Barefoot area
Just take off your shoes and walk barefoot. 
The elastic cork layers transmit a gentle, 
soft feeling and invite you to sit comfortably 
on the floor.

Quiet zone
If you like it quieter: The two cork layers and 
special environmentally friendly varnishes 
literally swallow the sound in the room and 
create a quiet ambience.

Warm, soft, quiet.

Discover inspiring ideas for your style: 
www.egger.com/comfort-flooring

Dekor: Dub Fortland biely

Dekor: Dub Fortland biely

Dekor: Dub Bermuda biely

Dekor: Dub Fortland biely

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Dekor: Dub Barino prírodný



Enjoy a completely comfortable, healthy room 
climate. Our Comfort Flooring is made up  

fibres and two comfort layers of recycled cork give 
it comfortable properties.

EGGER Comfort Flooring –  
cosiness lies in the detail.

Environmentally- 
friendly
UV protective coating

 

HD digital decor print Elastic Comfort  
cover layer made of cork

HDF Swell barrier + 
coreboard made of 
natural wood fibre

Integrated impact 
sound insulating cork 
underlay mat

Dekor: Dub Bermuda biely

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



With EGGER HOME Comfort Flooring turn each and every room into a 
feel-good space. Just choose your favourite decor in authentic wood look, 
which is hardly to be distinguished from the original. To ensure that the 
design looks as beautiful as on the first day even after several years, the 
flooring does not fade even with strong UV radiation.

This flooring also stays a visual delight.

  
 aleib trofelliV acivoroB

  
Smrek Sonnberg  

  
Dub Fortland biely  

  
Smrek Armona 

  
Dub Jacksonville prírodný 

  
Smrek Mittenwald 

  
Dub Halifax 

  
Dub Tschita 

  
Dub Fortland hnedý 

  
Dub Jacksonville tmavý 

  
Dub Canton prírodný 

  
Dub Halifax svetlý 

  
Dub Bermuda biely  

  
Travel the World 

  
Dub Barino tmavý 

  
Dub Summersville biely  

  
 nothsA tserB

  
Dub Bermuda dymový 

  
Dub Barino prírodný 

 /  
Classic

  
Dub Murana svetlý 

 /  
Kingsize

  
Dub Waltham biely 

  
Dub Murana hnedý 

  
Carpet Impianto sivý  

  
Viego 

gsize

 /  
Large
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Dekor: Dub Loja hnedý

As diverse as life itself.
LAMINATE FLOORING 

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Always as individual as your style: 
our Laminate Flooring.

Do you love a discreet and at the same time 
comfortable interior? Or are you looking for reserved 
flooring that fits your purist loft style but doesn’t cost a 
fortune? Maybe even for the bathroom? Whatever your 
plan is, our Laminate Flooring is just right for you. Our 
most versatile flooring is as high-quality  
as it’s functional and leaves plenty of room for 
individuality thanks to numerous variants. All this at 
an excellent price-performance-ratio. Discover our 
classic.

Dekor: Dub Elva sivý



Dekor: Used Wood

Tried and tested in everyday life
The uncomplicated floor for those who want to enjoy 
a pleasant ambience at home. Our versatile laminate 
can also be easily combined with underfloor heating.

Well-kept places
Allergy sufferers can breathe a sigh of relief. The 
EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring is dirt-repellent and 
easy to clean. The antistatic surface also reduces 
electrical charges.

A constant value
Our Laminate Flooring feels at home in every room. 
It’s durable, wear-resistant and works really well even 
in sunny places. Its lightfast surface shines for many 
years.

Practical, 
durable value, 
easy-care.

Discover inspiring ideas for your style:
www.egger.com/laminate-flooring

Dekor: Used Wood

Dekor: Used Wood

Dekor: Used Wood

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Dekor: Used Wood



EGGER Laminate Flooring – the 
diversity is in the detail.

made of natural wood fibres – ideal for a natural 
room climate and healthier living. So that you can 
enjoy it in peace, we have processed the individual 
components into extra durable floor boards, which 
you can use virtually anywhere.

Decor imageResilient, highly 
abrasion-resistant 
surface

 

HDF Swell Stop+ 
coreboard made of 
natural wood fibre

Balancer as a 
deformation protection

Dekor: Dub Inuvik

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Show character – with your 
flooring.
Give your Laminate Flooring individuality – with 
one of five authentic surfaces. What at first glance 
provides a characteristic, natural appearance, 
adds upon closer inspection also several practical 
advantages: the textures reduce the risk of slipping 
and increase walking safety.

Natural Pore  
Authentic woodgrain true to the decor 

Mineral  
Irregular, rough character

Deepskin  
Striking texture with reflective nature

Omnipore  
Elegant – natural wood pore

Smoothtouch  
Natural and velvety surface
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Dekor: Dub Creston prírodný



Relax, it’s just water.

Laminate flooring in the bathroom? Of course. Our 
Laminate Flooring with Aqua+ technology reliably 
keeps water off. Thanks to the moisture-resistant HDF 
swell barrier+ coreboard and the sealed surface, it 
offers a highly aesthetic solution for kitchen, bathroom 
and hallway. So if water gets on the floor or the steam 
cleaner is necessary: no worries.

Aqua+

Dekor: Orech Perganti hnedý

Dekor: Orech Perganti hnedý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



  
Dub Luena pieskovo béžový

wood, stone and tile look, the EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring 
fits your interior design style. Depending on the size of the 
room, an imposing Kingsize or a narrow Classic floor board 
will be the right one. Our tip: The circumferential V-bevel sets 
the authentic floor board look perfectly in scene. 

More diverse than ever, 
individual just like you.

 /  
Long

 /  
Kingsize

  
Triestino Terrazzo 

  
Triestino Terrazzo 

  
Ceramic kriedový

  
Pieskovec Quincy 

  
Koberec Cervia farebný

  
Koberec Cervia farebný

  
Betón Cefalu svetlý

 

  
Dub Weinburg svetlý

 
Dub Widford

 

  
Betón Chicago tmavosivý  

  
Bridlica Leon 

  
Bridlica Leon

 
Bridlica antracitová

  
Dub Weinburg hnedý

 /  
Large

  
Dub Creston biely

  
Dub Loja svetlý

  
Dub Dunino svetlý

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

 
Dub Loja prírodný

  
Dub Emporia sivý

  
Dub Dunino prírodný

 
Dub Creston prírodný

 
Dub Dunino grafitový

4V 4V 4V

2V
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4V 4V 4V4V
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Dub Ruviano sivý

  
Dub Birdham prírodný

  
Kalana Wood Light 

 /  
Medium

 

  

 
Dub Kaluga mokka

 
Dub Ingria prírodný

  
Dub Birdham hnedý

 
Robin Wood 

  
Dub Dunino svetlý

  
Dub Brook medový

 
Dub Dunino grafitový

  
Orech Perganti sivý

 
Orech Carini tabakový

  
Dub Ravenna

 /  
Classic

 /  
Classic

 
Dub Toscolano svetlý

 /  
Classic

 
Dub Elva sivý

  
Dub Sedan 

  
Dub Lausanne svetlý

 
Dub Elva prírodný

 
Dub Madurai prírodný

 
Dub Murom prírodný

  
Dub Kurimo 

  
Dub Toscolano svetlý

 
Dub Zermatt svetlý

 
Dub Sedan 

  
Dub Dunino prírodný

  
Dub Inuvik

 /  
Classic

Art. Nr.:
Dub Plain silver
10/32 Classic

295033 EHL116

Art. Nr.:
Dub Lausanne svetlý
8/33 Classic

356994 EHL085

Art. Nr.:
Dub Dunino grafitový
8/33 Classic

356932 EHL048Art. Nr.:
Dub Lausanne prírodný
8/33 Classic

356871 EHL086 Art. Nr.:
Dub North pieskovo béžový
8/33 Classic

327628 EHL045

Art. Nr.:
Dub Livingston prírodný
8/33 Classic

356963 EHL049 Art. Nr.:
Dub Brook medový
8/33 Classic

357021 EHL103Art. Nr.:
Dub Matera svetlý
8/33 Classic

356901 EHL107
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4V 4V 4V

4V 4V 4V 4V4V

4V 4V 4V4V

4V 4V
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Dub Ruviano sivý

  
Dub Elva sivý

  
Dub Toscolano svetlý

  
Dub Kurimo 

  
Smrekovec Alpský pieskový

  
Dub Sedan 

  
Dub parketový

  
Dub Vinstra biely

 

 
Dub Toscolano biely

  
Dub Matera svetlý

  
Dub Loja hnedý

  
Dub Elva prírodný

  
Dub Toscolano prírodný

  
Dub Ardénsky

  
Dub Garrison sivý 

  
Dub Trilogy prírodný

   
Dub Livingston prírodný

  
Dub Livingston svetlý

  
Adana Wood sivý

  
Dub Lausanne prírodný

  
Dub Loja sivý

  
Dub Murom prírodný

  
Dub Murten hnedý

  
Dub Palencia sivý

  
Used Wood 

Still looks perfect like on day one: 
the EGGER HOME Laminate Flooring.

 /  
Classic

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

 
 

Art. Nr.:
Dub North pieskovo béžový

085528 EHL045

 
 

Art. Nr.:
Dub Livingston prírodný

262325 EHL049

  
 

Art. Nr.:
Dub Brook svetlý

267986 EHL101
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4V

4V

4V 4V

4V
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4V 4V 4V
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Dub Vinstra sivý

  
Dub Toscolano sépia

  
Dub Adelboden 

  
Orech Perganti hnedý

  
Dub Toscolano sivý

  
Dub Brook medový

  
Dub Creston prírodný

  
Dub Creston biely

  
Dub Dunino prírodný

  
Dub Inuvik 

  
Dub masív dymový 

  
Dub Zermatt svetlý

  
Drevo Ascona biele

  
Jaseň biely

  
Drevo Gemona svetlé

  
Dub Inuvik 

  
 Dimas Wood farebný

  
Dub Garrison prírodný

  
Dub Woodwork  

  
Dub Ampara hnedý

  
Dub Vinstra medový

  
Dub kriedový sivý

 /  
Classic

  
Dub Zermatt svetlý

  
Dub kriedový sivý

  
Dub Kurimo

  
Borovica Cascina 

  
Dub masív dymový 

  
Dimas Wood 

   
Dub Murten prírodný

  
Orech Colorado 

  
Dub Ampara sivý

 /  
Classic

Dub Ampara sivý
Art. Nr.:

 
261946 EHL090
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Even with simple means they add to your rooms 
that certain something. Select the flooring decor 
and design with its colour the mood in the room 
– from light and vivid to dark and cosy. The floor 
board format helps you to underline the impression 
the room makes: Emphasise generous space ratios 

with long, wide floor boards, small spaces appear 
larger with short, narrow floor boards. And with 
the sorting – that is, the characteristic grain and 
texture of the decor – they calm or enliven the 
spatial image.

Floor board formats, colour tone, sorting. 
Or simply: Flooring with wow effect.

Design Flooring
Classic 
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for 
any room.

Large 
Produces the effect of space and works 
particularly

Comfort Flooring
Classic
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for 
any room.

Large 
Produces the effect of space and works 
particularly well for country house decors.

Kingsize 
In large rooms, the decors unfold all their beauty. 
Whether with wood or tiled looks – our Kingsize 
leaves an impression. 

Laminate Flooring
Classic
Thanks to balanced proportions, it’s suitable for 
any room.

Medium 
The ideal solution for small spaces.

Large 
Highlights the generous spatial effect and brings 
out especially country house decors.

Long 
Ideal for large-scale interior design and open 
living, e.g. with a living room kitchen. Long 
narrow rooms are also upgraded.

Kingsize 
In large rooms, the decors unfold all their beauty. 
Whether with wood or tiled looks – our Kingsize 
leaves an impression. 

Additional suggestions  
are now available at  
www.egger.com/myfloor 

Classic 1292 × 193 mm

Classic 1292 × 193 mm

Large 1292 × 246 mm

Medium 1291 × 135 mm

Classic 1291 × 193 mm

Large 1291 × 246 mm

Long 2050 × 245 mm

Kingsize 1291 × 327 mm

Kingsize 1292 × 327 mm

Large 1292 × 246 mm

40 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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Preparation
• Precise measurement of the rooms
• Calculate area: Add 5–10 percent for off-cuts
• Determine the spacing for skirting boards
• Determine flooring type
• Choose decor
• Subfloor treatment/Underlay mat

Tools
• Ruler and pencil
• Straight-edge
• Smoothing compound (for bonding)
• Jigsaw or circular saw/laminate cutter
• Hammer
• Hammering block
• Crowbar
• Cutter knife

Accessories
• Vapour barrier film
• Impact sound insulation: Underlay mat Silenzio 

Easy, Silenzio Duo or Aqua+ Aluflex
• Skirting
• Corner elements
• EGGER Clipstar for easy installation of the 

skirting
• Floor cleaner Clean-it
• Repair set Decor Mix&Fill

To make sure everything works, you need a fewtools 
and the right accessories. You can already get started.

Don’t forget: with EGGER, you have 
everything under control.

Easy to install, 
hard to surpass.
No matter which flooring you choose: With our click 
systems UNI fit!, CLIC it! and JUST clic! you can install it 
yourself without prior knowledge and in just a few moves. 
Floating on the subfloor or glued over the entire surface – 
depending on the product and application. We wish you 
success!

Ask us personally. We will be happy to 
advise you on the installation of your 
flooring. The phone number for your 
country can be found on the back of this 
brochure.

A detailed guide and practical tips 
for installation can be found at: 
www.egger.com/flooring-checklist

Watch our installation videos now:
youtube.com/user/EggerOnline

42 All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Harmonious presentation: skirting boards in 
white or in decor colour complete the general 
appearance. At EGGER you will find them in 
different colours, profiles and lengths – and always 
the way you need them.

Only the right accessories are missing.
Everything from a single source: From the skirting boards to the floor cleaner – the EGGER accessories system is perfectly coordinated 
and makes installation into a simple exercise!

Faster to the right flooring:  
egger.com/floorfinder

Aqua+ Aluflex
Art. No.: 1040106

Aqua+ Alutape
Art. No.: 1039681

Aqua+ Clic Sealer
Art. No.: 1044034

Silenzio Easy
Art. No.: 1039682

Silenzio Duo
Art. No.: 1222949

Repair set Decor 
Mix & Fill
Art.No.:
medium: 1432746
light: 736301
dark: 736300

Clean-it floor 
cleaner
Art. No.: 506180

Clipstar fastening 
clip
Art. No.: 944981

Installation Kit
Art. No.: 1430635

Aqua+ accessories

General accessories

Underlay mats

Skirting boards

External corner 
piece

Internal corner 
piece

Intermediate 
piece

End piece

Corner Elements
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EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar 
GmbH & Co. KG 

Deutschland

flooring@egger.com

Service-Center

Service-Center DE

sc.de@egger.com

Service-Center AT

sc.at@egger.com

Service-Center CH

sc.ch@egger.com

Service-Center IT

sc.it@egger.com

Service-Center FR

doc@egger.com

Service-Center ES

doc@egger.com

Service-Center PT

doc@egger.com

Service-Center UK

sc.flooring@egger.com

Service-Center RO

hotline.ro@egger.com 


